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All physical theories, from classical Newtonian mechanics to relativistic quan-
tum field theory, entail propositions concerning the geometric structure of space-
time. For example, the general theory of relativity entails that spacetime is
curved, smooth, and four-dimensional. In my dissertation, I take the structural
commitments of our theories seriously and ask: how is such structure instan-
tiated in the physical world? Mathematically, a property like being curved is
perfectly well-defined—we know what it means for a mathematical space to
be curved. But what could it mean to say that the physical world is curved?
Call this the problem of physical geometry.

The problem of physical geometry is a plea for foundations—a request for fun-
damental truth conditions for physical-geometric propositions. My chief claim
is that only a substantival theory of spacetime—a theory according to which
spacetime is an entity in its own right—can supply the necessary truth condi-
tions.

The dissertation is broken up into three parts, with each part examining an
alternative, anti-substantivalist account of the structure of spacetime. Part one
examines relational theories of spacetime. Part two examines accounts that
invoke natural laws in a central way. And part three examines accounts that
invoke the notion of a field. In each case, I show that the accounts considered
face serious difficulties and argue that only a substan-tival theory of spacetime
can offer a solution.

Part One: Relational Foundations. Those who reject substantival spacetime typ-
ically favor an ontology of spatiotemporal relations among physical objects.
One proposal along these lines is Galilean relationalism, a view first introduced
by Tim Maudlin in a paper from 1993. In part one (chapters 1-4), I settle an open
question concerning the viability of Galilean relationalism as a framework for
classical mechanics by proving that the dynamic properties of Newtonian sys-
tems fail to supervene on their Galilean relations [“On the Viability of Galilean
Relationalism,” British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, forthcoming]. I then
develop a novel relational theory of spacetime which strengthens Galilean rela-
tionalism in such a way that supervenience is restored. But even this strength-
ened theory, I go on to show, will fail to provide sufficient structure for classical
mechanics insofar as the theory will fail to support deterministic laws.

Part Two: Dynamic Foundations. There is broad agreement that a theory’s laws
ought to fit with its geometry, and its geometry with its laws. This suggests an
interesting strategy for grounding the geometry of spacetime: take the laws as
primary and claim that the geometry of spacetime is grounded in the laws. In
part two (chapters 5-6), I examine two different theories along these lines, one
due to Nick Huggett and the other to Harvey Brown. Though the precise prob-
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lems with such theories vary according to the details of the theory, I argue that
in each case the dynamic foundationalist assumes prior geometry that only the
substantivalist can account for. This speaks to what I regard as a deep problem
with any such program, namely that it is difficult to see how one can formulate
laws without first assuming at least some minimal amount of spatiotemporal
structure.

Part Three: Field Theoretic Foundations. Relationalists who wish to include fields
in their ontology typically claim that a field is an extended material object. In
part three (chapter 7), I raise two different problems for this view. First, I show
that it is subject to a modal shift argument no different than the shift argument
that relationalists have traditionally raised against substantivalism. Second, I
show that the view is in tension with a central tenet of relationalism, namely,
the thesis that spatiotemporal relations are relations that hold directly between
physical objects. Taken together, both problems make clear the fact that any
attempt to construct a field-based solution to the problem of physical geometry
will just collapse back into substantivalism.
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